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1 Motivation and background 

According to the economic literature, there are at least two different motivations for 

companies to conduct parts of their research and development (R&D) abroad: market 

access or resource access (Belitz et al. 2006; Cantwell/Janne 1999; Dalton/Serapio 

1999; Patel/Vega 1999; UNCTAD 2005). Market access implies a clear commercializa-

tion strategy, where the market is not only accessed from abroad but also from within 

the market. In addition to commercialization only, also market-specific R&D, especially 

development is conducted in the host country, whereby the products are adapted and 

tailored to the national market. This means that enterprises transfer at least certain 

parts of their R&D activities to the host country. Resource access means that either 

cost benefits or regulatory advantages exist in the host country or relevant and rather 

unique knowledge or competences can be found, which multinational enterprises seek 

to access and incorporate into their innovation chain. Also infrastructure such as cer-

tain research or testing facilities or natural resources are the driver to transfer R&D 

activities to the host country. Patel and Vega (1999) specifically address the issue of 

internationalization of technologies using patent data of a set of multinational enterpris-

es. They find that companies tend to internationalize in areas of their individual 

strengths and they interpret this finding as proof of the adaption to the host market and 

an enrichment of the preceding production processes. In addition, this also supports 

the efforts to look for complementary technologies and knowledge.  

Essentially, both motives often co-occur especially when the search for knowledge is 

one of the motives as market access comes as a byproduct. Market access, on the 

other hand, might also occur without knowledge access, but this is still the exception 

and not the rule (Belitz et al. 2006; Patel/Vega 1999; UNCTAD 2005). In other words, 

when a market exists then the corresponding knowledge might also develop. It is im-

probable that knowledge alone develops nationally without a national market.  

The fact that in the recent decade or so the internationalization of knowledge has taken 

place, while in the previous decades – the 1980s and 1990s – the internationalization 

of markets was already established, increases the need for specialization of innovation 

activities and the specialization of knowledge. Taken together with the increased com-

plexity of innovation processes and technologies, the pressure to collaborate interna-

tionally also increases. 

Collaboration between multinational companies and the host country's scientific com-

munity requires absorptive capacities (Abramovitz 1986; Cohen/Levinthal 1990) and 

technological capabilities (Bell/Pavitt 1993; Lall 1992) on both sides. It is necessary on 

the side of the multinational companies to make use of local knowledge and compe-
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tences. Teece (1994) formulated a strategy how companies are able to include such 

knowledge in their value and innovation chain. Technology acquisition and international 

cooperation also play an important role in the debate about technological catch-up and 

leapfrogging (Dosi et al. 1990; Perez/Soete 1988; Soete 1985). Technological coopera-

tion focuses on the knowledge base required by the technologies and on enabling 

competences in the countries. 

This study is embedded in this economic background, as China has increased its ab-

sorptive capacity as well as its international connectedness in recent years. With the 

adoption of the National Mid-to-long-term Plan for Science and Technology (MLPST 

2006-2020) in 2006 China has marked its shift to the goal of becoming an innovation-

led country by 2020. Since then, innovation has been viewed as vital for China's devel-

opment for the past decade and the government has invested considerably in R&D 

since 2006 with annual growth rates of 20 percent for R&D investments. By 2013, the 

R&D expenditures per GDP reached 2 percent, thus surpassing the EU average.  

Since the early 1980s science and technology has been regarded as the most im-

portant production force for economic growth. The Chinese government has been 

heavily funding science and technology since then. The strategy was to rely mainly on 

government-funded R&D projects to nurture domestic S&T capability, and preferential 

FDI policies to attract flow-in of advanced foreign technology. As the amount of FDI into 

China grew each year, its role in driving technological change also became increasing-

ly significant. 

The collaboration between multinational companies and Chinese universities has to be 

understood against this background of internationalizing markets and technology as 

well as increasing the absorptive capacity in Chinese academia.  

The presented report describes and analyzes the results of a survey among 30 foreign 

invested enterprises in China in 2014. The survey was conducted once before in 

2011/2012 and the update in 2014 was specifically designed to create a better under-

standing of the recent dynamics in innovation in China, especially in the collaboration 

between MNCS and Chinese universities and research institutes. The main questions 

the survey wants to answer are: who are the key drivers for collaboration, what are the 

key success factors and which are the most recent developments in these industry-

science-collaborations. The survey also answers the question of what policy makers 

could do to increase the collaboration and to reinforce spill-over effects into the Chi-

nese science system as well as to create a supportive environment for MCNs R&D 

activities in China.  
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2 Description and Analysis of Results 

2.1 Recent trends in research, development and innova-

tion in multi-national companies in China 

Before looking into the science-industry collaboration it is important to understand the 

companies' R&D activities. Since when are they doing R&D in China, or do they still 

prefer doing R&D outside of China and rather do more development and adjustments? 

How do they see their own activities in China? Will investment in R&D grow or not and 

what do companies expect in the coming years for their own R&D activities? These 

questions shall be answered in the following.  

The majority of companies interviewed started to establish their R&D centers in China 

after the year 2000. Six companies started already in the late nineties and have had 

nearly 20 years of R&D experience in China. Five companies established their new 

R&D center in China after 2010. These five R&D centers are in the automotive and the 

chemical industry. Four of the 30 companies interviewed currently have no R&D center 

in China. 

2.1.1 R&D centers serve different markets 

The existing R&D centers mostly have a mixed role serving the global market as well 

as the Chinese or Asian-Pacific market (12 companies). The percentages, to which 

they serve the different markets, vary hugely and no pattern can be observed. For 

those serving only one specific market or region, five R&D centers serve only the Chi-

nese market, five serve only the global market and four companies only serve the 

Asian-Pacific market. No clear trend can be seen when it comes to the strategies of 

companies' R&D centers with regards to which markets to serve. While some compa-

nies have just shifted from what they call 'global for local' to 'local for global', other 

companies have done exactly the opposite.  

For example, the automotive and transportation companies started with a global for 

local strategy, meaning that they developed their cars outside of China and then sold 

them on the Chinese market. This has become more and more difficult, due to changes 

in customer behavior, and they are currently shifting to developing locally for the local 

market (local for local). For the future, all companies from the transportation sector ex-

pect that they can roll out local (Chinese) developments globally in the next step (local 

for global).  

On the other hand, there are also companies whose R&D centers currently move into 

the opposite direction, from 'local for local' to 'global for local'. One company from the 
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consumer product sector explained that they used to have 400 researchers in their 

R&D Center in Shanghai to develop their products according to the needs of their Chi-

nese customers. But in 2014 they changed their global strategy in order to make their 

entire R&D more efficient and decided that they will only develop one product for the 

whole world, as the core of their products is the same anywhere; and then accompany 

this with smaller local adaptations catering for local tastes and packaging needs. As a 

result of this global strategy change, 380 of their researchers in Shanghai are now 

conducting research and development for their global products and only 20 are en-

gaged in local adaptations for Chinese customers.  

The manager interviewed explained it like this: 'we have undertaken restructuring … 

and decided to only have global products and role them out in as many countries as 

possible. Local adaptations are possible, but not to the basic product. So we aban-

doned the local R&D teams and we have now 20 people left for local adaptation, but 

not for R&D.' 

2.1.2 Basic versus applied research and innovation in or outside 

of China 

The majority of the 26 companies with R&D centers uses them mainly for development 

and devotes 30 percent or less to what they themselves call 'research' (19 companies). 

Four companies are doing 100 percent development, while one company is doing 90 

percent of research in its R&D center. Hence it is not surprising that 22 companies 

state that considering all the innovation activities in their companies, still most innova-

tions come from outside of China. Three companies are already seeing a small part of 

their innovations coming from their R&D center in China and for two companies a sig-

nificant part of innovation comes from China. Both companies use their R&D center in 

China to serve the global market. Even though the data collected are too small to draw 

a scientific conclusion, there seems to be anecdotal evidence that those centers with a 

stronger focus on the global market are stronger in innovations than those focusing on 

the Chinese market.  

This can be supported by the statement of an electronics company, which uses its Chi-

nese R&D center to develop highly innovative products and services for the global 

market, because their 'Chinese customers are not willing to pay the price for these in-

novations – yet'.  
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2.1.3 Future expectations for R&D development 

The majority of companies are planning to increase their investment in R&D in China in 

the future, only three companies will not increase investments and four companies are 

unsure. For those who are uncertain and will not invest, the main reasons are restruc-

turing processes in the companies, which make it difficult to predict where R&D in-

vestment will be strengthened in the future, unsecure framework conditions in China 

and the fact that R&D has been growing fast in recent years and needs some consoli-

dation. The main drivers to increase investment are the growing market demand in 

China, the growing number of customers and China-specific regulations, which make 

more R&D necessary (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Motivation for growth of research, development and innovation activities 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 

2.1.4 Trends in the past and in the future  

Looking at the trends in R&D and innovation in the past five years, companies have 

mostly intensified their R&D efforts in China, increased the importance of their R&D 

activities in China for the company and created more ideas and initiatives in their Chi-

nese R&D labs (see Figure 2). Their expectations for the next five years are mixed; 

eight companies expect moderate growth, while three foresee their R&D activities to 

grow strongly. Seven companies believe that their R&D Center in China will take over 

more and more global responsibility for certain products and technological develop-

ments in their companies. 
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Figure 2: R&D trends in the past 5 years 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 
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tion process. The second difference that was mentioned is a difference in quality of the 

final product. It was mentioned that Chinese customers do not want to pay for an inno-

vation which delivers the highest quality possible, but rather for a cheaper version that 

is just ahead of what was available in China before, so that they feel they have some-

thing new but without the high costs that come with the newest, cutting-edge technolo-

gy. Still costs seem to drive their Chinese customers more than quality, even though 

they expect that this might be changing over time. This leads to another difference, 

which is innovation speed. Companies believe that they have to move faster in China 

than elsewhere, that they have no time to perfect their products to the best version, but 

bring their new products out fast. The fourth difference mentioned is the Chinese mid-
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and become more customer-centered than elsewhere. At the same time, a small num-

ber of companies felt that the biggest difference is that in China there is not much 'real' 

innovation yet. Others have only recently started to engage in what they themselves 

call 'real' innovation, so that it is too early to draw comparisons.  

2.2 Research collaborations with academia 

From the overall sample of this study, four of the interviewed companies do have R&D 

activities in China, but do not collaborate with external Chinese partners. In two cases 

past experiences with Chinese universities have not been successful and were there-

fore ceased, the two other companies have only recently established their own R&D 

centers and are still in the establishment process, so that they have no resources for 

external collaborations yet.  

More than half of the 26 companies with collaborations work with Chinese universities 

and the institutes of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS). Six companies only col-

laborate with universities and no other research institute, the rest has different partners. 

While all companies seem to have a clear picture of what their university partners can 

deliver, the perception of the institutes of CAS are extremely diverse and sometimes 

even contradictory. 

When asked about the differences between universities and CAS institutes, the majori-

ty (13) of companies do not see any differences, while nine of them do. The differences 

that were mentioned the most are that CAS is better in applied research than the uni-

versities, has more resources for research with regards to human resources and finan-

cial resources, and that on the other hand the universities are more flexible in co-

operations. At the same time, some companies think that CAS is doing only basic re-

search and others believe that CAS is so much closer to the government than the uni-

versities, in both cases rather restricting any collaboration. Another company men-

tioned that CAS is their partner for joint commercialization in joint ventures and they 

think that CAS is extremely good in this respect. This is a reflection of the broad scope 

of CAS and the huge differences between some institutes. Hence, it is helpful for 

MNCs to visit suitable CAS institutes and not follow general opinions their employees 

have about CAS, as their might be a good potential for high quality research coopera-

tion that is still unused. 

Half of the companies are doing applied or mostly applied research with their external 

partners, while eight companies are doing more basic research. Six companies are 

doing half basic and half applied research in their R&D collaborations in China. There 
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seems to be no tendency towards either of them, it depends strongly on the compa-

nies' rationale for external collaborations. 

Looking at the number of research collaborations, most companies have around ten 

collaborations per year, seven companies have around 20 collaborations and very few 

have more. Even though most companies stated that they will grow their R&D activities 

in China (23), this does not automatically include an increase of their collaborations. 17 

companies are planning to expand their collaborations with academic partners in fu-

ture, while 11 do not want to increase them and one company is unsure because of 

internal reorganization process.  

The three main drivers for increasing collaborations are: getting access to know-how in 

Chinese academia, participating in the innovation dynamics in China and supporting 

their own growing R&D efforts in China (as shown in Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Main Reasons for increasing collaborations 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 

Those companies who do not intend to increase their collaborations mention their need 

for deeper and more intense collaborations with their existing partners as being more 

important than increasing the number of collaborations. It was mentioned many times 

during the interviews that the collaborations with Chinese universities and partners 

need much more time and human resources than those in other countries. One man-

ager put it as follows: 'If you think about our collaborations between our German re-

search team and university partners in Singapore, where we meet once in the begin-

ning and then let things go until we meet for the final presentation and where we have 

no local staff at all, that is impossible with Chinese partners. I even think that it will 
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never be similar in China, we will always need local staff. Here [in China] we need to 

check in permanently, engage constantly, monitor precisely and make sure the part-

ners do their work'. 

2.3 Collaboration Drivers 

2.3.1 Company side 

The managers interviewed for this survey never had to think long when asked about 

their main drivers for collaborating with academia. The question was asked in an open 

question first, where the interviewees should mention their three main drivers for col-

laboration. In the next questions, they were given a list of 13 key drivers which were 

derived from the first survey, out of which they should select up to 5 key drivers. As the 

results from the open question are identical with the closed question, only the results of 

the closed question are shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4:  Key drivers of MNCs for collaboration (> 10 times mentioned) 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 

As Figure 5 shows, the key driver for collaboration is tapping Chinese knowledge (22), 

followed closely by being part of the local science system (20). Creating a positive im-

age of the company, promoting technology development in China and using Chinese 

talents are the other three main drivers (16, 14, 14). Recruiting plays a role (11) as do 

strategic decisions in headquarters, which ask the companies' scientists to collaborate 

externally (10).  

When comparing these results with the data from the 2011/12 survey, a change in mo-

tivation can be observed, which reflects the changes in academia and how the compa-
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nies perceive them (see Figure 5). In the earlier survey recruiting and human re-

sources/talents were much more important than in 2014. Being part of the local science 

system, as in most other countries these companies are present, gained in importance 

in 2014 and ranks second only to tapping Chinese knowledge through collaboration. It 

is also interesting to see that in 2014 R&D collaborations are also driven by the need to 

create a positive image of the company, an issue that was much less prominent three 

years ago.   

Figure 5:  Comparison of key drivers of MNCs for collaboration, 2011/12 and 2014 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 

2.3.2 Academic side 

While it was not possible to interview the scientific partners for this survey, the MNCs 

were asked about what according to their understanding drives their scientific partners 

to collaborate with them. Figure 6 depicts the answers to this question. 

Even though all interviewees responded that money is not important for the universities 

and institutes any more, 21 of them still mentioned it as one of three main drivers for 

collaboration. While this is quite contradictory, some managers explained that even 

though they believe funding is not the key driver, the money from industry gives the 

professors much more flexibility than the government funds, so that it is still attractive 

for them. So they might not see it as the most important driver, but it still is perceived 

as one. If money is not the main driver, what else motivates the academic partners? 

Half of the companies believe that their partners are motivated by the fact that they can 

learn something from the companies (see Figure 6). This does not necessarily have to 

be know-how or technology, this can also include how to commercialize products, how 

to define research directions and more strategic research management. The other 

driver is the technology leadership of the company. Ten companies are convinced that 
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their leading position motivates their partners to collaborate with them. Eight compa-

nies believe that their partners can gain visibility and reputation from collaborating with 

MNCs, through which they might distinguish themselves from other professors at their 

universities or institutes. Eight companies think that the driving force for their profes-

sors is that they want to see their research being applied and actually used. Six com-

panies think that their academic partners collaborate with them in order to get research 

direction from industry, in order to better understand in which direction they should go 

with their research. 

Figure 6:  Key motivation for academic partners to collaborate with MNCs  

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 

When asked about the trends in academia's motivation, half of the companies had ex-

perienced a change in the past five years, while eight had not. There were only three 

explanations given how these motivations had changed, and one clearly stands out. 14 

companies answered that in the past five years money has become less and less im-

portant for their partners. They observe that the universities have a lot of funding and 

they usually need other reasons for collaborating than just the funding. As mentioned 

before, once these other drivers are in place, then also money does motivate to some 

extent. But generally speaking, the interviewees feel that there is so much government 

money in the system that the universities are not mainly motivated by funds. One man-

ager voiced his concern over the huge amount of money some universities ask for if 

they cooperate. He explained that if they want to start collaborations with smaller pro-

jects that the universities are 'reluctant to go for it'. This picture is completed by the 

other two explanations that in the past five years universities have looked more and 

more for win-win collaborations and that IP has become more important.  

Asked about which future trends companies expect for the motivation of their partners, 

17 companies believe that they might change, while 9 do not expect a change in moti-

vation. Those who expect a change mostly expect that their academic partners will look 
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even more for application of their research, for technology and for doing business. Four 

companies expect that their partners will pay more attention to the research content in 

future, which they deem a very positive trend. Four companies expect that funding will 

become even less important than today, as they believe that the Chinese government 

will continue to put a lot of money into the science system. This is not seen as positive 

as some of the other trends, as some believe that the quality of research will drop with 

too much money in the system. Another manager said that he believes that in future, 

universities might ask for even larger projects from the MNCs which motivate them to 

collaborate and which would make cooperation for the MNCs more difficult. It would be 

particularly difficult to start co-operations with new partners, as companies always tend 

to start with smaller projects first. 

2.4 Cooperation Models 

Besides the activities in the R&D centers and labs, this study is looking especially at 

the collaborations between the MNCs and Chinese partners. What do these collabora-

tions look like, which are the preferred and successful ways of collaboration, where can 

lessons be learned? 

Bilateral research projects are by far the dominant way of collaboration. Here compa-

nies and scientists collaborate under a contract with clear goals, deadlines, milestones 

and deliverables.  

In this case it is remarkable that those 26 companies with research collaborations are 

not exactly those with an R&D center in China. Also companies without research cen-

ters establish research collaborations with their teams in Europe or the US and Chi-

nese universities or institutes. As a matter of fact, these companies often have strong 

and stable collaborations. At the same time, not all companies with an R&D center in 

China engage with Chinese academia.  

As Figure 7 shows, internships and strategic partnerships are also used to connect with 

academia. Strategic partnerships can be described as long-term collaborations, where 

an agreement defines the framework for collaboration within the next three to five 

years. Under such strategic framework agreements different projects as well as other 

supportive measures can be taken, e.g. sponsorships and awards.  

In addition, more than half of the companies sponsor conferences or students and 

Ph.D. students as well as teach at universities and invite professors to give lectures for 

the companies' researchers. Almost equal importance is given to joint labs or centers 

(14 companies), which link the partners closer together than any other of the afore-

mentioned collaboration modes.  
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Figure 7: Types of collaboration (used by more than 10 companies) 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 

Comparing the results from the 2014 survey with those from 2011/12, it becomes obvi-

ous that companies are using more types of collaboration today than they did three 

years ago (Figure 5). In 2011/12, only one company made use of more than five differ-

ent modes of collaboration and the majority applied only two or three different modes, 

while in 2014 the majority of companies used between six and ten different types in 

parallel, and six companies used between 11 and 15 different ways of collaboration. 

This shows that the extent to which MNCs collaborate with Chinese academic institu-

tions has deepened over the last three years. It also shows that their collaborations go 

far beyond the research projects and that interaction on many different levels has 

grown. This can also be seen as an indication that in order to get good results from the 

research projects, an engagement on many different levels seems to be necessary. 
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Figure 8:  Comparison of number of parallel research collaborations, 2011/12 and 

2014 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 

Looking at the types of collaboration that were used more than 10 times in 2014, Figure 9 

compares the results from 2011/12 to those in 2014. In both surveys, research collabo-

rations and internships are the two types of collaboration which are used most. But 

while the number of research collaborations is almost exactly the same, the number of 

companies using internships has more than doubled. Strategic partnerships rank third 

place in the 2014 survey and have increased more than fourfold from five to 21. 

Figure 9:  Comparison of types of collaborations, 2011/12 and 2014 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 
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panies' labs in order to give lectures in front of the companies' researchers, while today 

half of companies are making use of this. Today more than half of the companies 

sponsor scientific conferences, while only a few had done so three years ago. The 

number of joint labs and centers has doubled in the three years between the surveys 

and risen from seven to 14. Sponsorship of professors in contrast has not grown much, 

which can be explained by the fact that most companies believe that professors are 

quite affluent. International training programs were hardly used in 2011/12, but gained 

importance in 2014. These training programs focus on high potential researchers, often 

Ph.D. students, which are sent to the foreign mother company for training. Such train-

ing is motivated by the idea that these young scientists will increase their understand-

ing of the company and therefore perform better in the collaboration. More importantly 

these scientists might also become future employees.  

There are many other ways of collaboration, which are often used by only one or two 

companies. In some companies, professors are invited to the lab and receive some 

kind of training there, which supports their own research as well as the collaboration. 

Awards are often used for young scientists or for groups of scientists who compete with 

each for these awards. In all cases it has been reported that it is a good way to connect 

with good scientists. Some companies organize summer schools for Ph.D. students, 

yet these are usually organized on the global level and Chinese Ph.D. students can 

apply for them. Summer schools for Chinese applicants only are still rare. Less im-

portant is the sponsorship of equipment. In alignment with other statements about the 

amount of money that is available in the Chinese science system, universities and insti-

tutes usually are very well equipped and hence have not much interest in sponsoring 

equipment. Good experiences have also been made with the organization of scientific 

competitions for existing problems or specific questions in the company. The ad-

vantage of such big, open competitions is the fact that research teams from all over the 

country apply for them and not only those which the company has already known be-

fore. Through these means companies can open their network and identify potential 

new collaboration teams across China. 

When asked about their lessons learned from the modes of collaboration, most com-

panies answered that all of them are useful and fulfill different goals. Two thirds of the 

companies will continue to use all of the different types they currently have in place. 

Yet some companies mentioned that research collaborations have the best results and 

will be increased compared to the other types (4). Others felt that strategic partnerships 

(5) and joint labs (4) are the best ways of collaboration, with the prerequisite that they 

are set up in a mutual beneficial way and filled with life.  
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2.5 Identification of Collaboration Partners in Academia 

In general, companies find it easy to find the right partners in academia. They use sys-

tematic patent and publication analysis to identify the best scientists in their research 

field. International conferences are also one of the best ways to identify who can do 

what in China (and elsewhere). While in the 2011/12 survey most companies used their 

employees' network for identification, this has slightly changed in 2014. Even though it 

is still one of the good ways for partner identification, there have been voices among 

the interviewees that they cannot rely much on their employees' opinion, that they 

themselves or those in charge of the overall external collaboration need to have their 

own understanding and network in order to find the best partners. Rather they prefer to 

consult with the key opinion leaders in their companies on a certain topic and obtain 

their recommendations.  

Some companies are less systematic, but still watch out for good publications by Chi-

nese scientists. In a few cases, the universities were also actively contacting the com-

panies in order to collaborate. Yet one manager made a clear statement that the com-

pany does not collaborate with those universities, as these are usually the less good 

ones. The best professors know that they are good and do not need to actively look for 

partners, they can carefully select among those companies that approach them. An-

other very effective, but still not frequently used way of identifying the best scientists is 

a scientific advisory for the company. This can be on the company level or the R&D 

center, and it is usually comprised of outstanding professors from the respective fields. 

While of course these board members themselves can become potential collaboration 

partners, they are also very familiar with the Chinese scientific capabilities of their 

peers and can recommend and even connect with the most suitable research partners 

(see Figure 10).  

One of the most striking differences between the two surveys is that in 2014 there were 

so many more ways used for identification than three years earlier. Even though the 

following means were only used by one single company in the survey, they offer in-

sights into the broad variety of options companies have. For example one company is 

buying an external 'TechWatch' Service for their specific fields and gets daily updates 

of what is going on in the Chinese science system. Another company was connected 

through the local government with their current collaboration partner, and it seems to 

have worked out very well. Yet from the first meeting to the first collaboration with this 

university it took more than three years, as the development of trust and understanding 

took a rather long time. The observation of the big national R&D programs 863 and 973 

are a good way for another company. They monitor which professor and which institute 

is working in which of these programs, because they believe that only the best scien-
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tists can get funding from the central government. Knowing the Chinese science sys-

tem, this might not necessarily be the case, as peer review is seldom applied here, but 

at least one knows which scientists are closely linked with the government, which in 

itself can be important information.  

An example which worked well and which one company shared was to connect with 

the highest level of an organization, either a university or CAS (e.g. president or vice 

president), and then agree on future collaboration on this institutional level. Then the 

Chinese partners will identify the suitable professors and scientists for the respective 

cooperation. This obviously works very well with CAS and opens access to all the dif-

ferent CAS institutes. This top down approach saves the company the time and effort 

to approach each institute individually. In another case, a chemical company made 

very good experiences in connecting with academia through becoming a member of 

the board of universities and scientific advisory board of associations. While serving on 

these boards they gain insights which they would have no chance of getting otherwise 

and they establish good connections on different levels. It seems to be a good way of 

improving the companies' understanding of the Chinese science system and knowing 

with whom to connect for collaboration.  

Figure 10:  Different ways of identifying suitable academic partners 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 
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interviews reveal that MNCs have experienced certain challenges when it comes to 

collaborating with academic partners in China that are different to other countries.  

Before judging their own success factors, MNCs were asked to describe on a more 

general basis what they believe to be the biggest challenges for MNCs in collaboration 

with academic partners in China.  

The biggest challenge seems to be IP related issues (13), including IP management, IP 

security and IP rights. Even though in Europe and the US IP issues are also important 

for research collaborations, the issue is much lower on the agenda than in China. 

Matching the objectives of both partners is the second biggest challenge (8) and inter-

viewees have described that they find it more difficult in China to deduce what the real 

expectations of their partners are. In addition, very often what is said is not what is 

meant. It can be assumed that this is also connected to the challenge of different com-

munications styles, also including language, but mostly referring to the more implicit 

communication style in China. The third biggest challenge is the mismatch of working 

styles, which all respondents said to be much bigger than in other countries. The gap 

between universities and institutes on the one hand and industry on the other hand with 

regard to research organization, management and implementation seems to be very 

distinctive in China. Hence, companies need to invest a lot of time and resources to 

bridge these gaps.    

Figure 11 shows the major challenges for MNCs in the past five years when collaborat-

ing with Chinese research partners. In addition to the above-mentioned issues, the 

motivation and the priorities of the professors have also been identified as a challenge. 

Some professors seem to take on projects with companies, but then lack either motiva-

tion or their priorities move to other topics, so that the collaboration becomes difficult. 
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Figure 11:  Main challenges for MNCs collaborating with Chinese academia in the past 

5 years 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 

This raises the question of how many of the collaborations of the companies have been 

successful in the past five years1. 16 companies, or more than half of them, have a 

success rate between 60-80 percent, while five companies have a success rate above 

80 percent. Six companies have less than 60 percent of successful collaborations, 

which can be seen as an indication that it is still not easy in China to create successful 

cooperations (see Figure 12).  

Figure 12:  Success rates of collaborations 

 
Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 
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This leads to the question what makes collaborations with academia in China success-

ful or not. The answers from the 2011/12 survey were used as suggestions for identify-

ing the five most important success factors per company in the 2014 survey. The result 

is shown in Figure 13. Yet before offering the multiple choice questions, the interview-

ees were asked if they could name their own three key requirements for successful 

collaborations. The answers differ to some extent from the multiple choice answers and 

are shown in Figure 14. They also differ from what is generally perceived as the key 

challenges for MNCs (see above). 

Matching both partners' interests and expectations as well as the professors' motivation 

and commitment are the top success factors. Being able to communicate successfully 

with each other and creating trust between each other are nearly as important, as are 

close monitoring of the collaborations, having a good relationship and choosing the 

right topic for collaboration. In other words, if companies are able to match their own 

expectations with those of the academic partners and find a professor who is motivated 

by the topic, they need to create a trustful relationship and monitor the projects closely 

in order to have a good chance of collaborating successfully.  

Figure 13:  Key factors for successful collaborations (open questions) 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 
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professors to do high quality research comes from the companies' experience that 

sometimes their partners have not been able to deliver what they promised and it takes 

some time before the start of a collaboration to understand the scientific capability of 

the academic partners. The same importance is attached to the motivation and enthu-

siasm of the company's own staff, which is also needed to ensure that the collabora-

tions work well. This is connected with the previous results that collaborations in China 

take a lot of resources in the companies themselves and close monitoring, too. So 

companies' staff need to be constantly engaged, otherwise it becomes difficult to keep 

the collaborations on track.   

Figure 14:  Key factors for successful collaborations (multiple choice answers) 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 

The survey also tried to identify the specific reasons for weak or unsuccessful collabo-

rations, shown in Figure 15. Most respondents could not identify those factors specifi-
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etc.), then the collaborations would be unsuccessful. Yet a few interviewees named 

additional issues which make collaborations difficult. One is the common practice that 
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of motivation or interest) and the other one is that often personal changes at the uni-

versities occur which pose a risk for collaborations. It was mentioned that this also 
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seem to be in place than in the Chinese universities that guarantee that the projects 
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Figure 15:  Key factors for unsuccessful collaborations 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 
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2011/12 survey, where none of the companies had any IP-related issues during the 

collaboration. Out of those 16 companies that had IP problems, 10 were able to solve 

them and start the cooperation, while six companies could not continue the planned 

collaboration due to these IP problems, as shown in Figure 16. 

Figure 16:  Problems related to IPR issues 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 
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wanted to even own the background IP of the company, which is simply unrealistic. In 

other cases the universities wanted to own the IP all by themselves, even though re-

search would have been done jointly. Yet this does definitely not hold for the majority of 

universities and generally speaking companies have seen a welcoming trend to an 

improved IP environment.   

Figure 17:  Major trends in the IP environment for collaborations in China 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 

When it comes to the expectations about the IP environment in the next 5-10 years, the 

opinions differ from being very optimistic to being very pessimistic (see Figure 18). Six 

companies believe that in the next five to ten years the IP system in China will not be 

able to reach international standards or levels. Yet the majority of companies expect 

positive trends towards this goal, with nine companies being somehow optimistic, ex-

pecting a rather slow catch-up progress, and twelve companies being optimistic that in 

five to ten years China will have a similar IP environment to Europe or the US.    

Figure 18:  Expectation of IP environment for the next 5 to 10 years 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 
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2.8.3 Influence on IP strategy in China 

So far the above-mentioned trends and expectations do seem to influence the compa-

nies' IP strategies in China to a certain extent. 14 companies answered that they are 

seeing influences on their IP strategies, while 11 do not see them.  

Yet this result is difficult to interpret. The fact that a company 'follows a global strategy' 

was both, influenced by the Chinese IP system and not influenced by it. In some cases 

companies did have a specific China IP strategy in the past, but now follow the same 

strategy globally, so the changes in the IP environment in China have had an impact on 

their strategy. At the same time, some companies have never had a China specific IP 

strategy. The fact that they follow the global IP strategy is an expression of that com-

pany's IP strategy and not specifically influenced by the IP environment in China.  

What can be said though is that four companies are more cautious in China when it 

comes to IP than in other countries. Three companies mentioned that they do have a 

specific IP China strategy, which is different to their global strategy. Yet 14 companies 

follow their global IP strategy.  

2.9 Start-up scene and innovation 

The knowledge of the start-up scene in China was not as high as expected before the 

interviews. There were only a few managers who had clear experience and a firm opin-

ion of the start-up scene due to company internal venture funds for which they had 

done due diligence or surveys. One manager had worked for the VC fund for two and a 

half years before and knew the situation very well. Most of the others had no personal 

experience with Chinese start-ups. Another group of Chinese managers had no profes-

sional experience with start-ups either, but had an opinion about the start-up scene 

based on their friends' experiences. Mostly these friends were coming back from 

abroad setting up businesses in China. It has been observed that these managers, who 

reported more about their friends' activities, all had the impression that the start-up 

scene is rather vibrant and innovative and even close to the US. In direct contrast were 

the answers of those highly experienced managers, who think that the start-up scene is 

still weak, that not much innovation is happening and that it will take years to catch up 

with start-ups in Europe or the US, especially because they cannot find a nurturing en-

vironment in China yet (see Figure 19).  

One manager answered that they observed that the start-ups which come out of Chi-

nese universities, are generally not a potential cooperation partner for the company 

and they have their doubts if these start-ups will contribute to innovation and growth in 

China. Another manager mentioned that they see these start-ups as wanting to have 

'me-too innovations', but not creating any true innovations.  
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Figure 19:  Perception of China's current start-up scene 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 
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Another five managers believe that only the number will grow but not innovativeness 

(see Figure 20). 

Figure 20:  Expected development of start-ups in the next 5 years 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 
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As there was so little experience with start-ups, the opinion of those few managers with 

working experience with Chinese start-ups shall be highlighted in the following. 

One manager described the situation as follows: 'The start-up market is still not very 

transparent, and few companies are innovative'. Another experienced manager in the 

field also mentioned the difficulties Chinese start-ups face when it comes to the second 

round of financing: 'We see lot of seeding, because the government puts so much 

money for it on the table. The real stage is the 2nd round and that's difficult, this pro-

cess is not well structured in China'. 

For the future, they expect a lot of consolidation instead of fast growth. 'The existing 

ones will become better in quality, but it will be more difficult than before to create sus-

tainable start-ups', says one manager. She also sees that 'There are lots of rich people 

here but they don't know in which technology to invest. Only the IT industry is different, 

there are some good companies we can find in the IT industry'. 

In future these companies have the potential to be a collaboration partner, as the ma-

jority of interviewees think that Chinese start-ups might become their future collabora-

tion partners. Only two managers were seeing them as future competitors and seven 

managers could see them developing into both, partners as well as competitors. Six 

companies did not answer because they did not feel competent enough. 

2.10 Innovation Policies and Framework Conditions for Col-
laborations 

2.10.1 Impact of Innovation Policies on companies  

This chapter looks at the suggestions what policy makers could do to support scientific 

collaborations between MNCs and academia in China. The interviewees were asked to 

think spontaneously, like creating a wish list for the Chinese government where chang-

es would help them. They were asked not to consider whether they believe this is fea-

sible in the near future or not.  

When it comes to previous participation in the national R&D programs, none of the 

companies has ever participated in them with a research task. Only one company has 

participated in one project so far. The company made clear that unfortunately they 

were not considered as a research partner in this project, but were only able to deliver 

a certain service to the project.  

19 of the 30 companies would be very eager to participate in the national research pro-

grams, while ten said they might not want to participate.  
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The reasons why companies would like to participate in the national (and regional) pub-

lic research programs are shown in Figure 21. The most important motivation for such 

participation is the potential to connect with the scientific community in China. This in-

cludes building relationships with the scientists and a better understanding of who can 

do what in Chinese academia. Companies could therefore establish linkages with a 

larger number of academic partners through these projects, which would support col-

laboration. This is especially important because the survey also shows that collabora-

tion in China comes with a high need for resources and therefore their growth and ex-

tent is limited.  

Ten companies believe that they would be able to get a better understanding of the 

direction of the Chinese government in research and development, which would help 

them to make better decisions generally but also with regard to their research collabo-

rations. Nine companies want to participate in order to contribute to the overall technol-

ogy development in China. Financial risk sharing is an important issue for six compa-

nies, followed by contributing to national and global challenges, gaining visibility toward 

partners and the government, and jointly develop future research projects. 

Figure 21:  Motivations for MNCs to join national R&D programs in China 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 
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2.10.2 Summary of Changes in Innovation Policies  

In the following, the companies were asked which policies they would like to change or 

introduce in China in order to help them to intensify and extend their research collabo-

rations with Chinese academia (see Figure 22). This is a summary of all changes that 

were wished for, mentioned by more than one third of the interviewees. They will be 

discussed in more detail in the following chapters. 

More than two thirds of the companies believe that the biggest obstacles for collabora-

tion would be removed if all companies in China were treated equally, no matter 

whether Chinese or foreign invested, and if they were able to participate in the national 

R&D programs. More than ten companies identify the inclusion of MNCs in standardi-

zation committees as being important, because many of their research partners seem 

to be involved there and hence collaboration would be supported. The establishment of 

joint funding schemes between the government and the companies, maybe even in-

cluding foundations, similar to public-private partnerships known from other countries, 

were mentioned by 11 companies. The same number of companies would like to see 

tax incentives for collaborations, followed by the removal of the difference between 

national policies and regional implementation. This difference causes companies some 

difficulties, as they find it difficult to understand where regional implementation is differ-

ent from the national policies and often can only find it out 'the hard way', by 'trying and 

failing'. This has also an impact on the collaborations, as companies do often not en-

gage if the overall situation is not clear or uncertain in order to minimize their risks. In-

cluding the scientists in the MNCs in the Chinese talent programs was also recom-

mended, as was the introduction of a peer review system in the resource allocation of 

government funds.   
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Figure 22:  Changes in innovation policies recommended by the companies (> 10 

times mentioned) 

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 
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Figure 23:  Changes in framework conditions recommended by the companies  

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 

2.10.4 Changes in legislation and regulation 

In the field of legislation and regulation, the number one issue was again standardiza-

tion, where current regulation prohibits foreign invested companies in eye-level partici-

pation. Intellectual Property Rights was mentioned more than 12 times. Maybe influ-

enced to a certain degree by the bias towards the chemical industry in the survey, the 

reduction of taxes and reduction of bureaucracy for import as well as transport of small 

quantities of R&D materials was mentioned in third place. This seems to bother chemi-

cal companies more than other companies. Some companies struggle with public pro-

curement guidelines and others have problems keeping their own good personnel due 

to problems in giving them the local household registration (Hukou), which then affects 

the collaborations and networks these people have established for the company (see 

Figure 24). 

Figure 24:  Changes in legislation and regulation recommended by the companies   

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 
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2.10.5 Changes in public promotion programmes 

One third of the companies suggests that the government could introduce incentives 

(not only in a monetary way) for cooperations between MNCs and academia. While in 

the early years of FDI it was seen as a sign of quality when a university or institute col-

laborated with an MNC, many government officials today mainly value collaborations 

with Chinese invested companies, independent of the outcome. If foreign professors 

got some incentives to collaborate with Chinese academia and the MNCs, that would 

also support more collaboration. In addition, more incentives in the Chinese science 

system to engage in long-term research would be benefitial, as would a more general 

increase in the diversity of the Chinese science system, which is often perceived as 

only supporting 'one type of personality' as well as people with similar instead of rather 

diverse backgrounds (see Figure 25). 

Figure 25:  Changes in public R&D programs recommended by the companies   

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 

2.10.6 Changes in intermediary structures 

A lot of companies did not answer the question regarding their need for more, better or 

different intermediary structures to support their collaborations. They commented their 

choice of not answering by stating that they 'have found our way in China to connect 

with the local science system and therefore do not need any changes'. Yet nearly a 

third of the managers replied that it would be very helpful if associations in China could 

play a bridging role between industry and academia as they do in many other countries 

(see Figure 26). This would reduce some of the high efforts they have to make to un-

derstand and connect with academia before they can start any kind of collaboration 

and hence reduce their opportunity costs for collaboration.  
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Figure 26:  Changes in intermediary structures recommended by the companies   

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 

2.10.7 Changes in institutional settings 

Asked about the changes in the institutional settings of universities and institutes eval-

uation criteria of professors and scientists have been mentioned by almost half the 

companies. The focus on the number of publications and number of patents, in addition 

to the number of students and number of Ph.D. students for the evaluation of scientists 

has created an atmosphere in academia, where the pursuit of research moves into the 

background (see Figure 27). This is connected with the second recommendation to 

change the organizational culture, especially with regard to the flexibility of the profes-

sors and students on how to collaborate with MNCs. An increase in administrative sup-

port for the scientists, a more professional project accounting and an increase in the 

general remuneration of scientists are also considered important changes which would 

help to enhance industry-science collaboration. 

Figure 27:  Changes in institutional settings recommended by the companies   

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 
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2.10.8 Changes in the innovation system 

The overall innovation culture in China is also a field where policy makers could have 

some influence. Almost half of the companies would find it beneficial for more collabo-

ration if the innovation culture in China could be further developed, especially with re-

gards to trust, transparency, compliance, and accepting failures (see Figure 28). In a 

few cases it was mentioned that returning scientists have not much space in the Chi-

nese science system to make use of the knowledge and expertise they have gained 

abroad and therefore have not much impact on improving the overall innovation system 

in China.  

Figure 28:  Changes in the innovation system recommended by the companies   

 

Source: Fraunhofer ISI, own data collection 
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ences and the Chinese Academy of Engineering would be absolutely necessary. Also 
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engage in many different fields, maybe even comparable to Chinese state-owned com-

panies who often have an incredibly large portfolio and not many companies are spe-

cializing in specific technologies or business areas. The key performance indicators 

have been mentioned before in the section about the institutional changes. A manager 

of a biotechnical company has put the biggest challenges in his own words: 'The big-

gest problem of the Chinese science system is that it has been hijacked for political 

reasons. This is the biggest obstacle for collaborations.' Closely connected to this is the 

statement of another manager, who said 'Policy transparency is the key to more suc-

cess of innovation in China'. Without transparency, we will not be able to catch up with 

the leading nations in innovation. This is supported by a third statement from a manag-

er from the information and communication industry: 'The problem in China is that the 

government intervenes too much in the freedom of scientific research; S&T in China is 

strictly government by the government, not by the scientists, this is the biggest prob-

lem.' 

3 Discussion 

3.1 Recent trends in R&D center development 

When looking only at the R&D activities of the MNCs themselves, without looking at 

their collaborations, also numerous changes can be seen. The MNCs interviewed 

mostly have their own R&D centers in China, only four of those interviewed do not have 

one. Since 2011/12 a clear trend can be observed in the automotive industry, where 

market growth in China has outnumbered most other markets and where customer 

behavior has changed tremendously. In 2011 car manufactures answered that they do 

not need research in China, as Chinese customers prefer to buy imported cars as they 

are produced in abroad. In 2014 they said, that their Chinese customers have become 

'extremely picky', that they have numerous special wishes and that some features, that 

are perceived positive in the west, e.g. the 'new' smell of a car, are seen negatively, or 

even, in the case of the new smell, as a threat to health. A second trend that drives the 

automotive industry to establish R&D in China is the integration of more IT towards a 

'smart car', where Chinese customers seem to be pushing more and are more open to 

completely new ideas than in some Western countries. Assisted driving is one of these 

topics, autonomous driving might the next topic to be driven by Chinese customers. 

Some people argue, that these topics are easier to pursue in China, as there is no long 

tradition of driving a car anyway and also because legal regulations are less strict. This 

is difficult to evaluate, but the fact that China is a leading IT producer and developer 

and that Chinese people are very open to new IT applications might support this.    
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While the reasons for the more recent establishment of R&D centers in the automotive 

sector are obvious and clearly linked to the market and customer development, they 

are not so clear for the chemical industry. The different timing of establishing an R&D 

center in the chemical industry can also not be explained by their place in the value 

chain, as companies in the same place (e.g. upstream or downstream) have come to 

very different decisions. It seems that their decision to establish an R&D center in Chi-

na depends heavily on the headquarters' strategy towards China. This shall be ex-

plained with the following example. One of the chemical companies interviewed in both 

surveys for example answered in 2011 that they cannot find a reason, why their R&D 

should move to China, and that it is more efficient to bring a hundred Chinese scientists 

and engineers into their overseas labs. Only two years later, in 2013, the same compa-

ny established their R&D center in China and now has more than 400 employees and 

is still growing. This growth strategy is part of a global strategy defined in the headquar-

ters abroad. While these decisions are of course guided by market developments and 

reflect a market growth in China, they are less driven by the requirements of the cus-

tomers than in the automotive industry and more driven by other, more strategic con-

siderations at the headquarters.  

The number of R&D centers invested by foreign owned enterprises, including Hong 

Kong, Macao and Taiwan, reached more than 10.000 centers in 2013 (China Statistical 

Yearbook, 2014). This number was around 7000 in 2009, up almost 50% in those four 

years (China Statistical Yearbook 2010). The reasons for this growth is that in many 

industries China have grown tremendously in the past decade and while in the begin-

ning it was easy to sell what was developed somewhere else, the market and the de-

mand have now changed as has the local competition, which requires more and more 

adaptation. And only recently can we observe another change, as now adaptations are 

often not enough anymore and new developments are necessary to either serve the 

customer needs or to gain an advantage against competitors. With the 'new normal' of 

around 7% of GDP growth and rising labor costs in China, products need to move up 

the value chain in order to remain competitive, as they will not be by price alone any-

more. This will definitely lead to even more R&D being necessary for MNCs in China, 

as long as their markets are still here and Chinese customers are willing or able to buy 

these products. In short, unless China is caught in the mid-income trap, the need for 

more R&D by MNCs and some SMEs is expected to increase in China.    

So far there is a clear observation that the innovativeness in those R&D centers, that 

serve the global market, are higher than in those that focus on the Chinese market. 

Managers interviewed explained this with the fact that the Chinese customers are not 

yet ready to buy some really leading edge technology innovations. Chinese customers 

in some areas seem to prefer a product or a technology that is better what they have 
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had so far, but it must or even should not be the best in the world, as they deem this 

too expensive. So what some call 'real' innovations are often not needed, but still an 

increase in product quality, product features, new combinations of existing technologies 

etc. are already well accepted. This goes hand in hand with their explanation that, once 

they are focusing on the global market, they have similar or even the same innovative-

ness than other R&D centers of their company, mostly in Europe or the US. In these 

cases, there is no doubt that Chinese researchers in these labs can deliver the same 

level of innovativeness. For some of these R&D centers, they even have taken over 

global leadership responsibility for either certain products or product platforms, while 

they also support the development of other products, where leadership lies within the 

other R&D centers. While some media abroad still speculate whether China can pro-

duce innovations or not, these companies already prove that there should be no doubt 

whatsoever about this.  

The fact that we do not see more innovation, according to our understanding, has 

mainly two reasons. The first one is that the market has not required a lot of technolog-

ical innovations in the past, as the key success factor for business was the price. This 

is already changing today and market development and market maturity will require 

more innovation in the future. The second reason is mainly the functioning or efficiency 

of the Chinese innovation system, which has also blocked innovation in certain ways, 

especially through a strong top-down-approach to innovation policy and the fact that 

government is both, regulator, supporter and actor in the innovation system.  

3.2 Relevant Changes over time 

The comparison of the two surveys shows that one of the major topics that has 

changed over the 3 year period is the motivation for collaboration of the MNCs. While 

tapping Chinese knowledge remains the number one driving force with growing im-

portance, the former second important driver, the recruiting of good personnel, has lost  

importance. This is not due to the fact that hiring has become easier, but that other 

reasons for collaborations, like being part of the local science system and creating a 

positive image have gained importance. Especially the positive image was almost neg-

ligible in 2012, but is seen as very important by half of the companies. It can only be 

speculated here, but it seems that the current negative press and voices about foreign 

companies in Chinese media increases their need to counteract this trend and show 

that their business does benefit China, too.   

The interviews have made it obvious that the companies have gained more experience 

in collaborating with universities and institutes. While in 2011/12 quite a large number 

of companies had just started their collaborations and only had a few existing ones, this 
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picture has changed completely. Many of them run 10 to 20 collaborations in parallel, 

often with different partners. At the same time, all companies have implemented a vari-

ety of different forms of collaboration, all feeding into their overall goals from different 

perspectives. This shows that their understanding of 'what to do' with the universities 

and 'how to do' it, has improved and that they have gone through a steep learning 

curve in only three years. 

Those companies who do not have significant collaborations are generally all those 

who have either only started to bring their R&D to China, which is often a big enough 

challenge, or those who serve more the global market than the local market, as their 

need for local knowledge seems less pronounced (they do collaborate with their com-

pany's other R&D labs and universities outside of China though) and where there is 

more fear of losing knowledge than gaining some. 

There is also a strong connection between the goals of the collaboration and the differ-

ent types of cooperation. Companies have understood that good networking and regu-

lar meetings are necessary for good collaborations. Yet once the creation of a positive 

image for the company becomes an important driver or goal of the collaboration, then 

of course the company needs to work on many different levels with the university, also 

on those not necessarily contributing to joint developments. At the same time, any ac-

tivity and mutual exchange seem to be important to create mutual trust, which has 

been identified as one of the most important key success factors. So in the end, every 

type of collaboration and all the different levels (e.g. presidential level, professor level, 

student level) contribute to a well-working collaboration and will influence the research 

result. According to the managers interviewed, this is much more the case in China 

than anywhere else they have experienced.   

3.3 Challenges for the next years 

Special challenges for SMEs 

Observing MNCs, this multi-level and multi-faceted collaboration mode seems to be no 

big problem. The situation might look different for SMEs, especially the small enterpris-

es among them, which will not be able to afford such extensive exchanges and net-

working. Generally speaking, it is always more difficult for SMEs to collaborate with 

academia, and the special requirements of Chinese partners, e.g. the lack of trust, the 

different communication style etc., pose a need for additional resources of time and 

money on the SMEs. Hence, this might become a certain challenge for SMEs in the 

near future. This would be an issue, where governments and joint initiatives could step 

in.  
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Challenge of IP protection 

The protection of intellectual property rights is still perceived as a challenge. As men-

tioned in chapter 2.8, even though the situation has become much better than before, 

companies still need to be very careful with whom to collaborate and how. They also 

need to pay a lot of attention to IP negotiations and not always both partners come to 

an agreement that meets both partners' expectations. The outlook on IP rights in China 

are rather heterogeneous, with a majority expecting the positive trend to continue.  

Here again one should bear in mind that the protection of IP is generally easier to han-

dle for large companies than for small ones. 

Start-up scene will need better framework conditions 

Talking about innovation and science-industry linkages, usually start-up firms play an 

important role. Quite often, they begin in research institutes or universities, and even 

more so in China than in the Germany for example. They often are extremely innova-

tive and they are looking closely to their former academic friends and partners for fur-

ther development. So they are equally good partners for larger companies, as they are 

seen as more innovative, more flexible and more agile, and for academia, because 

they have closer connections with their former peers and not everything they want to 

do is ready for application yet. So looking at the start-up scene, this survey was able to 

provide only very limited insights, as most managers interviewed had no or almost no 

experience with Chinese start-ups. Yet those who had such experience were all rather 

disappointed, or at least not very optimistic. Private start-ups as well as venture capital 

are both rather new and young in China, and often the lack of transparency, or mixed 

ownership (between private persons and the state, local government or other non-

private institutions), cause some difficulties. In the past years, the Chinese government 

has heavily supported especially technology start-ups, so getting the first round of fi-

nancing seems to be rather easy. Problems really begin when the second round of 

money is needed.  

Another observation in China is the fact that good start-ups are almost immediately 

bought up by larger firms, which are more often than not state-owned. As mentioned 

above, start-up companies have a number of qualities that are very hard to maintain 

when they grow, but seem even more difficult once they have been merged with a 

larger company, especially innovativeness. Even though no qualified result can be de-

rived from the survey, it can be said that the development of a really vibrant start-up 

scene and good framework conditions for their future development will take some more 

time.  
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Inefficiency of the science system 

The results of the survey show a clear trend that the amount of money that is available 

for Chinese scientists in the Chinese science system has increased considerably, 

which does not only have positive effects. This can also be shown by China's Science 

and Technology statistics, which show that China's total R&D expenditure grew by 

22.6% per year on average in nominal terms between 1999 and 2013 (China Statistical 

Yearbook various years). As a result, R&D spending as a percentage of GDP in-

creased from 0.83% in 2000 to 1.97% in 2012, and by 2013, it reached 2.08% (China 

Statistics Yearbook, various years). Furthermore, in 2012, China's R&D expenditure 

accounted for 20% of the total global R&D expenditure (in 2005 USD PPP), the second 

largest share in the world, after the US (OECD 2014). 

The effect the MNCs observe is a lack the scientists' motivation to collaborate with 

MNCs, as they tend to have stricter goals, milestones, and control or evaluation mech-

anisms. MNCs usually start with smaller projects to build up understanding and trust of 

the scientists' capability, but report that many professors only want to have large pro-

jects, they have no interest in the small ones. Yet this is not a balanced observation, 

some companies still have motivated partners. Here the challenge seems to be bigger 

for companies that want to start new collaborations or venture into new areas where 

they have no established relationships yet.  

This has led to a new strategy in some companies, which have stopped collaborating 

with the top 10 universities and instead look for outstanding scientists in less famous, 

but still rather good universities. These scientists seem to have less access to money, 

due to the current 'picking-the-winner-strategy' by the Chinese government (Liu et al, 

2015, forthcoming). These scientists also still have more drive to achieve something, 

are new to the company and do not want to only commercialize what they have done 

already. So far, companies following this strategy have only reported positive results 

and are highly positive about their collaborations.   

The currently discussed reforms of the science system might help to solve these issues 

in the mid-term, which would then be beneficial for any company collaborating with 

academia.  

Opening up of national research programs 

As mentioned before in chapter 2.10.2 it takes a lot of effort and resources in the com-

panies to maintain well-working linkages with academia and to have long-lasting, suc-

cessful research collaborations with them. As companies do not have an unlimited 

amount of resources available for such collaborations, their actions and the number of 
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collaborations remains limited. This is even more pronounced for SMEs, who are cur-

rently more or less left out of these industry-science collaborations in China. As a result 

of this huge input, we can also observe that some companies are very reluctant to in-

vest in these collaborations because they had negative experiences in the past.  

In many other countries, companies use government sponsored programs to connect 

with academia and to identify potential partners for bilateral research projects. In Ger-

many there are numerous cases, where in such projects only the academic partners 

obtain government funding, and companies bring in their own funds or receive a very 

small percentage. The benefit of such projects really lies in the knowledge that can be 

shared and which can lead to the creation of new knowledge and a better technology 

transfer. As companies can link with many ideas and many partners, it can also help to 

reduce their costs compared to establishing research collaborations separately with 

each academic partner.  

Hence, companies would see their collaboration potential unfold in China, once the 

Chinese government would open up their national research programs for all companies 

based in China, no matter where they come from, as already practiced in Europe. This 

would then also be a sign that one is on eye-level with each other, which can help build 

trust and contribute to more openness of the innovation system.  

4 Summary 

To summarize these findings, multinational companies have visibly increased their col-

laborations with Chinese academic partners in the past three to five years. They have 

more experience in how to approach and identify the most suitable partners and they 

collaborate in many different ways, something they did not do 3 years ago.  

Companies are driven by the need to tap Chinese knowledge, to connect with the local 

science system and to create a positive image as well as to promote technology devel-

opment in China. Their Chinese academic partners seem to be driven by the need to 

learn from companies, to apply their knowledge and to get project funding. Yet it has 

become clear that funding has lost its importance due to the large amount of money the 

Chinese government is pouring into the system.  

IP issues are not seen as a big problem during the collaborations, but are carefully ob-

served and can sometimes be a stumbling block before collaborations can start. Yet, 

the IPR topic generally remains one of the most difficult topics for doing R&D in China. 

The overall IP environment is paradoxically judged from having increased a lot to not 

having changed in reality, mainly based on the different past experiences of the per-
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sons interviewed. Intellectual property rights remain a challenging topic for collabora-

tions and each company needs to define its own, most suitable strategy in each case. 

Still, multinational companies face some challenges in collaboration, which are related 

to trust, communication and understanding the partners' expectation. While all these 

difficulties can be overcome and companies have mostly found their way of 'doing 

things', it is a time-consuming and human resource intensive activity for all of them. 

This clearly limits the number and depth of collaborations and policy makers could cre-

ate more favorable framework conditions if they want to increase the collaboration be-

tween MNCs in China and the Chinese academia.   

More research should be done in the area of Chinese start-up companies. The inter-

views have shown that most managers have no clear idea of the situation, when at the 

same time the majority of them expect that these start-ups, or at least the innovative 

start-ups, will become their future collaboration partners for research and innovation. 

Hence it would be very helpful to provide the companies with further insights into this 

scene.  

The currently discussed reforms of the Chinese science system might support industry-

science linkages in the mid-term, yet at this point in time it is too early to say if prob-

lems will be only shifted or really solved. Yet for the Chinese innovation system, like for 

any other innovation system, a well-working linkage between the scientific and the in-

dustrial system are the key to its success. Hence, reforms should precisely target these 

connections and support the collaboration between Chinese academia and MNCs and 

SMEs, no matter where they come from. This would be the biggest benefit for China.  
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Annex 1: Sample description 

2014 survey 

The 2014 survey consists of 30 multinational enterprises in China, mainly in Beijing and 

Shanghai. Few MNCs have their R&D centers in other cities, so that only one in Wuhan 

and one in Shenzhen could be included in this survey. Attempts to include MNCs in 

Wuhan failed due to a lack of companies willing to be interviewed.  

Out of the 30 companies, 26 MNCs currently have a global R&D center in China. The 

sector distribution is 12 companies from the chemical industry, 4 from the pharmaceuti-

cal industry, 4 from the transportation industry, 3 from the computer/ electronics indus-

try, 1 from the IT industry, 1 from the food industry and 5 from companies which are 

active in multiple sectors. During the interviews it was obvious that collaborations with 

universities and institutes differ a lot across the industries. Even though it would be 

helpful for the overall assessment, the sample size of this survey does not yet allow for 

this distinction. 

Countries of origin are biased towards Germany with half of the companies being 

headquartered in Germany, followed by France (7), US (3), Denmark and the Nether-

lands (2) each and Sweden (1). 

20 companies or two thirds of the companies in the 2014 survey are identical with the 

2011/12 companies. One third of companies dropped out mostly due to a lack of re-

sponse to the request for interviews, so that 10 new companies had to be included. 

This clearly limits the comparability of both surveys and has to be kept in mind in those 

cases were comparisons are drawn. For this reason comparisons in this report be-

tween the two surveys are only made when they offer some insight into the change 

over time that has been confirmed by interviewees. 

Innovation in this survey is following the OECD/Eurostat definition: "An innovation is the 

implementation of a new or significantly improved product (good or service), or pro-

cess, a new marketing method, or a new organisational method in business practices, 

workplace organisation or external relations." (OECD & Eurostat 2005: Oslo manual, 

3rd edition). 

2011/12 survey 

The sample from 2011/12 also consists of 30 MNCs in China. 80 percent of the inter-

views were face-to-face interviews and took between one and three hours. In some 

cases a visit to the R&D lab was added. The sector distribution is as follows: chemicals 
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(7), pharmaceuticals (6), computer/electronics (4), multiple sectors (3), transportation 

(2), IT (2) and 6 from other sectors.  

Countries of origin are biased towards western developed countries and especially 

towards Europe. About one third of the companies is headquartered in Germany (10), 

followed by France (6), US (5), Denmark (4), the Netherlands (4), Sweden (1). 

The majority of the companies interviewed (21) have a global R&D center in China. 

This leaves 9 of the companies that do have collaborations with Chinese academia 

without their own R&D labs in China.  

 


